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COMMAND SUMMARY

ARCH ON
THE MANUAL

To load- DISK VERSION - Turn on the disk
drive, turn on the computer, insert the disk,
then type: LOAD 'EA", 8,1 followed by a RETURN.
To load - CASSETTE VERSION - Turn on your
computer. Insert cassette into cassette
player. Press SHIFT and RUN/STOP together.
Press PLAY on tape. At 'found' press SPACEBAR.
Your screen will remain blank during loading.
Number of Players - One or two.
To Start -After the title screen, a board
- - screen will appear.
- Plug your joystick into Port 2.
f3
-Toselectone-ortwo-player
game.
- If one-player, to select Light or Dark
for the computer
fS
- To choose who goes first, Light or
Dark.
t7
-Tostartthegame.

Movement
- Use joystick to move icons and frames.
- Use joystick button to start and finish moves.
-See inside for detailed instructions.
Combat
Knight or Goblin:
Press button, and while it is held down, move
the joystick in the direction of the enemy.
Banshee:
Press button to initiate attack. Banshee can
move while screaming only if you release the
button
Phoenix:
Press button to initiate attack. Phoenix cannot
move until the explosion is over.
All other icons (throw, fire, or cast a missile):
Press button to prepare missile, and fire it by
moving joystick in desired direction

THE STRATEGY SCREEN
THE GAME.

ARCHON depicts the eternal struggle be-

tween Ugh! and Darkness as a contest of action and strategy

Note: After several moments, if you don't start,
the computer will start a demonstration

NOTE: Your icon can never move while the
joystick button is pressed

To Re-start- Press Q to return you to the
opening Board Screen and the pre-game
menu This Is also how you stop a computer
demonstration

Other commands:
RUN/STOP
- To pause or resume game play (only
during a one-player game in combat area).

To return to
the Tit1e Screen
- Press RESTORE key.
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between opposing forces wrought from myth and legend.
The Ugh! Side and the Dork Side ore equal In number, balanced In strength, but not Identical. Their aim, however, Is
the some: conquest of the five "power points" or the elimination of the opposite side.

ICONS. The various fantastic creatures at your command
ore represented by specific lmoges-"lcons"-styllzed pictures of knights, goblins, montlcores, and the like.
There ore 18 Icons-a total of eight different kinds on each
side. None of yours ore Identical to any of the Icons on the
other side.
THE TWO SCREENS. ARCHON Is ployed on two
screens. On one-the strategy screen-you and your op-

ponent toke turns maneuvering your Icons Into (O\/Oroble
positions. When you place on Icon on a square already
occupied by one of your opponenfs Icons, the game shifts
temporarily to the second display, the combat arena.

HOSTILITIES. In old-fashioned and-admit it-somewhat dull board games (chess, backgammon, and their Ilk),
the "defending" piece gets removed quletiy from the board,
and the "otiocke(' wins the "bottle" -and the squorewlthout a blow being struck.
In ARCHON, we do not allow such docility, such rank
defeatism on the port of the defender. Nol If you wont that
square, you hove to fight for Ill When you try to occupy a
square held by the enemy, the disputed square expands
to fill the entire screen ... and then, In the words of a
certain orange-skinned monster of comic-book fame,
"IT'S CLOBBERIN' TIMElll"
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INITIAL STRATEGY SCREEN
THE LUMINOSITY CYCLE. ARCHON'sstrotegy screen
changes. While some squares ore always white or always
black, others- 'luminance' squares (marked O In Figure Two)
-vary In brightness throughout the game in a simple pattern:
Block-Blue- Purple-Green-Cyan-White ... and reverse.
Bock and forth, throughout the game, the cycle continues. the
luminance shifting ofter every other turn.
'lbur fortunes In the game tend to ebb and flow with the
luminosity cycle. This Is because icons of the Light Side are
harder to defeat on Ilg ht squares than on dark ones.
Conversely, Dork Side icons ore stronger on dark squares and
weakest on white ones.

POWER POINTS.

The five "power points" ore Indicated on the screen by flashing red symbols. Icons on power
points heal faster than usual and ore protected from the
effects of magic spells. If your Icons occupy all five power
points, you win the game.

MOVEMENT.

If the hollow square or "frame" Is on your

side, Ifs your turn. (Simple, eh?) Use your joystick to move the
frame atop the Icon you wont. Once you push the button to
confirm your choice, you must move that Icon somewhere.
(If an Icon has nowhere to go, the computer will not allow
you to "pick it up:') Once you move the Icon to Its destination
(again, with the joystick), push the button again, \:lnd the
obedient image will freeze In place.
Movement comes In three flavors: ground, !!_y, and teleport.
Ground movers cannot move through occupied squares;
fliers are restricted only in where they land. Fliers can also
move diagonally; ground Icons cannot. Only the Wizard and
the Sorceress can teleport, but for practical purposes you
can think of them as fliers In disguise.
On any tum, you can move an icon as far as Its range
allows In any direction or combination of directions. It con
stop on any square not already occupied by one of your
own Icons.
Note: If you change your mind while maneuvering a
ground mover, you must backtrack. Otherwise, the computer, being very literal-minded, will assume you are trying
to extend your move unlawfully.
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THE COMBAT ARENA
COMBAT. Action In the combat arena Is Immediate and
simultaneous; there Is no toking turns. Joysticks direct movement of the Icons. Pressing the button Initiates an attockswlnglng a sword, firing an arrow, casting a fireball-In the
direction the joystick Is pointed. You can attack or move In
any of eight directions: up, down, left, right, and the four
diagonals. Important: your Icon cannot move while the
button Is pressed.
Combat Is of three general types. Knights and Goblins are
sword-swingers and club-wielders; they must be very near
on opponent to Inflict damage.
The Banshee and the Phoenix Inflict damage In a circular
area around themselves; the longer the opposing Icon Is In
that circle, the greater the damage It sustains. Such "area"
attacks need not be aimed.
All the other lco[lS '1hrow'' missiles of some sort and can,
consequently, do damage from a considerable distance.
See the QUICK REFERENCE CARO for a detailed comparison
of the speed (':Attack Speed") of and damage done ("Attack
Force") by the different missiles.
THE ATIACK INTERVAL.

While combat Is fast and
furious, you qon1 Just fire away as fast as your finger twitches.
It tokes a moment to raise a sword Into position to strike;
longer to conjure even a fast fireball; and the better port o.f
two whole seconds (I) to rip a boulder out of the ground and
lift It high enough to throw.
Pushing the button before your Icon Is ready to strike will
accomplish nothing-except to keep your Icon from moving.
Al the exact Instant you can launch another attack, the

computef rings a bell-a high note for the Llgnt Side, a
lower one for the Dork Side-to let you know.

BARRIERS. The obstacles or barriers In the arena go
through luminosity cycles of their own. Be careful: they can
be as tricky as an opponent!
Normally, a barrier Is Impenetrable. However, when its
cycle changes a barrle(s luminance to exactly match the
color of the background, the barrier disappears . . . for a
few seconds. You con walk over it, shoot post it, anything.
It's gone.
Furthermore, for a few seconds before a barrier vanishes
and after It reappears, you can walk or fire a missile through
It, but you (or the missile) will be slowed down.
If this seems at all confusing, just remember that the more
solid a barrier looks, the more solid It Is. If you have any
doubts, ovoid the barriers entirely-and get out of the way
of oncoming missiles.
·
LIFE, DEATH, AND WOUNDS. The "lifelines" at
either end of the arena Indicate the current lifespan (health/
strength) of the two batttlng Icons. When an icon is wounded,
Its matching lifeline Is reduced In proportion to the severity
of the wound. When its lifeline Is gone, the Icon Is "dead"
and combat Is over.
·
A victorious Icon returns to the strategy screen in control
of the disputed square. However, a seriously wounded Icon
Is easier to defeat the next time It Is forced to fight. Even the
strongest Icon can be worn down by waves of attackers.
On the strategy screen, wounded icons ore healed slowly
by the simple passage of11me; more quickly, by resting on
a power point; or instantly and completely, by a Heal spell.

MAGIC

Magic Is arg4ably the most significant strategic element
In ARCHON. Only the two mages (maglclans)-the Wizard
and the Sorceress-can cast spells, and each mage can
cast each spell only once. While the spells are powerful, they
have one drawback: each spell weakens the mage casting
It, leaving that mage progressively less able to defend ltse~
against direct attack.
A spell may be cast Instead of a regular move on the
strategy screen. Simply move the frame atop your mage,
as If you were going to move It. Push the button, and the
usual message appears. Without moving the Icon, however,
just push the button again, and you will get a new message:
"SELECT YOUR SPELL:'
Push the Joystick up or down to survey the spells still available, and push the button when you find the one you want. If
further actions on your part are required, additional messages will direct you appropriately.
Remember that you can't conjure the same spell more
than once, and you can't cast a spell against power points
or Icons on them. Details ore given below.

TELE PORT
EFFECT: This spell moves-teleports-any one of your Icons
any distance from one square on the strategy screen to
another.
ACTIONS REQUIRED: Attar selecttng the spell, move the
frame to the Icon you wan~ push the button; and then
move the Icon to Its destination-Just as If It were a 'normal
move.

RESTRICTIONS: You cannot move an enemy Icon. You

cannot move onto a square already occupied by one of
your own Icons (as usual). You carinot teleport onto or off
a power point. You cannot teleport an lmprlsonedicoil."
(See IMPRISON.)
ADDmONAL NOTE: Do not confuse this spell with a mage's
normal three-square movement. That Is minor magic, on the
same order as casting fireballs, and Is not bound by the
restrictions of the seven major spells.

SPELLS

EXCHANGE
EFFECT: This spell causes any two Icons on the strategy
screen to trade places.
ACTIONS REQUIRED: Move the frame to one of the Icons you
wish to transpose, and push the button. Then do the same to
the'other Icon.
RESTRICTIONS: Neither icon can be Imprisoned or on a
power point.

HEAL
EFFECT: This spell Instantly heals any Icon of all wounds It has
sustained In the combat arena.
'
ACTIONS REQUIRED: After selecting the spell, move the
frame to the wounded Icon, and push the button.
RESTRICTIONS: You cannot heal an Icon resting on a power
po'fnt. You can "heal" an already healthy Icon, but why
bother? -

SHIFT TIME
EFFECT: Two effects are possible. Most often, the spell
reverses the flow of time: I.e., the direction of the luminosity
cycle of the delta squares. Squares that had been growing
gradually darker would now grow lighter-until the cycle
peaked. However, If the spell ls cast when the luminosity
cycle Is at either peak, Shift Time will cause the cycle to shift
abruptty to the opposite extreme (from black to white, or
vice versa).
ACTIONS REQUIRED: None after selecting the spell.
RESTRICTIONS: None.

SUMMON ELEMENTAL
EFFECT: This spell allows you to attack any enemy Icon with
a new, temporary Icon representing one of four elementals-animated spirits of the ancient elements of earth, air,
fire, and water. Combat Is conducted In the combat arena
as usual, except that the elemental vanishes after the battle,
win or lose.
ACTIONS REQUIRED: Once the spell ls selected and the elemental appears on your side of the strategy screen, move It
to the Icon you wish to attack. In the combat arena, direct
the elemental just as you would any other Icon.
RESTRICTIONS: You cannot attack an Icon on a power point.
You cannot direcl the elemental to a vacant square or one
occupied by one of your own icons. You cannot choose
which elemental will respond to your summons.

REVIVE
EFFECT: This spell restores to the game an icon previously
lost ("killed") In combat.

ACTIONS REQUIRED: The procedure Is similar to a Teleport
spell or a normal move, except that the revived Icon comes
from a special display by the side of the strategy screen, and
Its destination must be a vacant square next to the mage.
RESTRICTIONS: You cannot "revive" an Icon not already
dead. One of the (lnlttally five) squares adjoining your mage
must be vacant, and you must put the revived Icon on one
of those vacant squares.

IMPRISON
EFFECT: This spell keeps an Icon on the strategy screen from
leavlng Its square. The Icon can fight Its attackers In the combat arena, but It cannot be moved off Its square. Important:
an Imprisoned mage cannot cast spellsl Imprisonment Is
temporary. A Dark Side Icon would remain Imprisoned until
the delta squares tum black; a Light Side Icon would be
freed when delta squares tum white.
ACTIONS REQUIRED: Once the spell ls cast, move the frame
to the target Icon, and push the button.
RESTRICTIONS: You cannot Imprison an Icon on a power
point. You cannot Imprison any Icon at a time when the luminosity cycle would automatically free It.

CEASE CONJURING
This Is not a spell; It Is a way to aYOid casting a spell if you
miscalculate. If you change your mind while selecting a
spell, or If the spell you want Is unavailable or canceled, you
may push the button when CEASE CONJURING is displayed.
This will allow you to start your tum over.

QUESTIONS
Q:

Some ol the Icons aren't very distinct on my lY, and
rm having trouble telllng them apart. What con I do?

A: Buy a new Sony 1V or, be1ter yet, a computer monitor.
Seriously, If you must put up with the llmlted resolullon of the
average television set, color smudging at certain
lumlnances wlU make reoognltton of the Icons more
dlnlcult. Nonetheless, the loons are quite distinct on most
squares, and In a short ttme they will all be quite dlsttncttw.
Indeed, llke clcl$Smates on the flrst day of school, despite
their lnlttal illrangeness, thevwlll'soon become so lamillar
that you'll wonder how you could ever hall9 failed to
recognize them Instantly.
Q:

Why does the frame atay on the screen when rm
movtng an Icon trom one square to another?

A:

It marks the Icon's original location and serll9S as a
point of reference, especially If you change your mind
and hall9 to bacldrock.

Q: rm having irouble movtng my Wizard. When I push
the button and try to move It, only the frame goes
anywhere. I figured I WOlll't pushing the button hard
enough, so I pushed It again and got the list of spells!
What am I doing wrong?
Nothing. The Wizard and the Sorceress~ from
one square to another without actually walking over the
Intervening squares. While II looks different from the
ITlOYelTl8nl of other Icons, the mechanics are actually the
same: Just move the frame Instead of the Icon, and push
the button when you gel to your destlnatton.

A:

Q:

When my friend casts SHIFT TIME, the screen changes
Immediately. When I do It, It waits a turn before anything
happens. Why?

A:

'tbu had the flrst rriolle. AJ luminance changes take
place after the second ptay9(s turns. (That's one of the
advantages of playing second.)

Q:

When there are obstacles toward the bottom of the
arena, I have trouble running my Icon along the lower
wall. (It doesn't always seem to flt.) Somettmes when I try,
though, Instead ot bouncing backward, the barriers pop
my Icon on through to the other sldel

A:

&ANSWERS
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True. Yup. So whafs your question?

Q: Why does the "pause" key only work In the combat
arena, and why only when the computer Is ploylng?

Q:

Whal happens If my Icon Is on top ol a "fuzzy" barrier
when It turns solid?
A: 'tbur Icon will be thrown off the barrier, Just as If It had
run Into ttie obstacle from the side.

A:

The "pause" function exists to keep the computer's
Icon from kllllng off yours when something outside the
knowledge (llke the doorbell) requires your
attention. It Is unnecessary on the strategy screen because
the computer tokes only a second or 1wo to move, and you
can toke .on unofflclol ''llme our' as soon as Ifs your tum.
When your opponents ore of the human persuasion, you
can ask them to stop for a moment. (II they refuse, perhaps
you should recruit new opposition.)
compute~s

Q:

Somettmes when rm "firing" really last, I don't hear
the "reload" sound. Am I going too fast for the computer
to keep up?
A: (Pause for laughter.) No. If you happen to ha\19 the
button pressed and the Jovstick already pointed at the end
of the attack lnteNOI (what some people called the "reload
ttme"J, the computer won't bother sounding the bell;
Instead, It simply launches your attack.

Q: Is It posslble for two Icons In the combat arena to kill
each other? If so, who gets the square?

A: Yes, "double kills" are possible. 'tbu can evet'1 get killed
by a "dead" Icon If It has already launched an attack.
(Zapping on Archer, for Instance, would hall9 no effect on
on arrow already In flight.) In such coses, the disputed
square on the strategy screen will simply be er)'lply. The
same thing happens when on elemental wins a battte.

Q: My ottocks olten go In the wrong dlrectton, and
somettmes I can't seem to fire at all. Whafs wrong?

A: •'tbu're pushing the button while you're sttll moving your
Icon. Make sure the Jovstick Is In "neutral" -or at least

pointed In the right dlrectton-belore you press the trigger.
'tbur "nonexlstenf' attacks ore probably stopped by a wall
or barrier right next to you before you can nottce them, or
else you're simply pressing the trlgger before your attack
lnte1VOl ls up.

'l
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Q:

My Aicher attacked the Dragon on a blai:;k square.
She got killed, but she did hit It with on arrow, so I
know the Dragon was wounded. On my very next turn,
I attacked the Dragon again, but It was no longer
wounded. Why not?

A: Favorable luminance provides a certain magical
enhancement to on Icon's lifespan. One of the benefits of
this luminance bonus is that "nicks and scratches" (a
category Into which, under the circumstances, your single
arrow wound fell) ore not permanent. This bonus Is also the
reason a badly wounded Icon may make what seems lb
be a miraculous (If only partial) recovery be1ween batttes.
On a while square the Dragon would ha\19 locked this
benefit, and every minor wound would hove remained.
(What were you doing attacking a Dragon on a block
square, or'fo{Wa{I Whal ore you, suicidal?)
Q:

Why don't Trolls in ARCHON regenerate the way they
do in Uzords &. Lunkheads? And why can't I find the
Phoenix In my L&.l Beast Book?

A:

Because It isn't there.
Look, folks, despite what the Head Dragon might like
you to believe, fantasy was not inwnled in 1974, and l&L's
Interpretations of mythological beasts ore hardly definitt\19.
Role-ploying gomes-L&L. Demons & Dimwits, Monsters &
Morons, etc.-drow their subject matter (If not their game
mechanics) from the same sources we do: 5000 veers of
myth and legend and a close reading of certain contemporary writers of fantasy and science fiction . Hyou don't
approve of our Trolls, complain to the troll union.

Q: Why can't I make copies ol ARCHON for my friends?
A: Someone always asks. One answer Is that ARCHON
disks ore copy-protected, but thafs begging the question.
(And yes, we know copy protection Is not perfect, but If you
hove the ttme and talent lo get around such devices, we'd
really rather you worked on games of your own, instead.)
The handful of people at Free Foll Associates would
rather develop games than do anything else, but if we
can1 pay our bills creottng games, we'll hove to do
something less fun for us-and (If you enjoyed ARCHON
enough to want lo copy It) probably less fun for you.
Royalties ore our only Income, and every Illegal copy of
ARCHON represents monev we'll never see: p izzas we
won't eat, paperbacks we'll never get lo read.
We hall9 the same dreams you do, probably. We'd like
to be rich and famous, and this seems to be our only
chance. When you come up with on original game or a
fancy utillty, you'll feel the some way.
Most of the games you see may be rip-offs of arcade
games and other designers' ideas, but ours aren't. Our
games ore original products of our own bizarre imaginottons and many months of work. We don't rip off other people, and we don't think we deserve to be ripped off, either.
Thanks from Anne, Jon, and Poul.

THE OPPOSING FORCES

LIGHT SIDE

fa

An ancient man of vast supernatural
power, the WIZARD Is the leader of
the Light Side. In battle, the Wizard
casts devastating baits of fire. He
rarely ventures from the safety of his
home power point, however, and Is
more commonty used to cast one of
the se""° spells. (See MAGIC SPEUS.)

~

~

VALKYRIES are beauteaus blonde war
maidens from the leg Ions of Valhalla.
Each of these ferocious females Is
endowed with two great magical
gills: firs!, the abillly lo stride the
air as If If were solid ground: and,
second, an enchanted spear, which,
when thrown, returns to her hand of

Its own accord.

The DJINNI Is a magical being from

huge, superbly muscled man whose
body Is partly flesh and partly swirling
currents of air. A cousin to the wlnd
Itself, the Djlnnl can raise a small
torriado with a gesture and control
It with a fhaught.

creature can fire a bllndlng bolt of
energy from Its magical hom.

~
~

The ARCHERS are fearless Amazon
warriors of legendary skill with their
fine, whltewood bows. They are
endowed with magical quivers that
can never be emptied.

A GOLEM Is an artlflclal being,
shaped from stone and gleaming
metal, and animated by magic.
Roughly man-shaped, It Is huge,
twice the height of a man. Ifs
weapons are boulders ripped
from the earth and hurled with
de'vtlstatlng force.

$

another dimension, a plane of
tempest and storm. Jn form he Is o

Resembling a great white harse with
the tall of a lion and a sharp, spiral
horn set cf Its brow, the UNICORN
Is swift and agile. The beautiful

•
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The PHOENIX Is a flaming bird of
Immense size and power. In battle It
can explode Into a seething mass
of fire, scorching anyone on the
perimeter of the blaze and burning
severely any enemy unfortunate
enough to be caught near the
Incandescent core. Not only Is the
Phoenix unscathed by Its own Hames,
but, while undergoing Ifs fiery metamcrphosls, If cannot be harmed by
any attack known.

The KNIGHTS are foot soldiers armed
and armored against foes far larger
than themselves. Although they
cannot withstand more than one
blow from many of their enemies,
they need not be mere cannon
(or dragon) fodder. Provided they
ore swift and clever, their speed of
attack gives them a chance to survive and triumph.

J
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DARK SIDE
The equal of the old Wizard only In
power, the eternally young and ever
beautiful SORCERESS Is his counterpart In all ways. Her lightning bolls
are swifter and surer than his fireballs,
If a shade less pofenf. Fierce In battle
but scfest on the black power point,
she Is most often used to cost the
seven spells. (See MAGIC SPEUS.)

The SHAPESHIFTER Is a doppleganger,
a demonic creature without true
shape or form, save what It steals
from its enemies. In battle It becomes
the mirror Image of its opponent,
strongest on squares where Its enemy
Is weakest, turning the enemy's
powers against Itself. It has no fixed
llfespan: all wounds that do not
prove fatOI wlll heal as soon as It
assumes a new form.

The BASILISK Is a small, crested repNie with the scaly body of a lizard
and the bulbous, glowing eyes of a
gorgon. Although It Is relatively shortlived, the beast's quick mcvements
and deadly glanc\! make It a ferrllyIng opponent.

The DRAGON, a monstrous, serpentine reptlle, Is without peer in
the combat arena. One gout of
tts flaming breath will kill many
creatures, and a second blast is
almost always fatal. Highly mcblle
and very difficult to slay, Its awesome
powers make It second in value only
to the Sorceress.

The MANTICORE resembles a large,
golden lion with a human face and
a scorpion's thorny tall . This nasty
appendage brlsttes with great quills
like spikes, which the fell beast can
fling over Its head with surprising
accuracy.

The BANSHEE Is an undead spirit that
feeds off the souls of her opponents,
a ghostty apparition that attacks with
her keening wall, draining the life
from anyone In range of the sound
(the shaded area around her).
Prolonged exposure to the terrifying
shriek can be fatal.

A dweller In caves and dark places,
, the misshapen TROLl Is a shambling
giant, dull but strong, clumsy but
hard to slay. Like the Golem, It
carriers no ready-made weapons;
Instead, It seizes boulders, tree
trunks-whatever comes to handand catapults the massive objects
at Its enemies.

GOBLINS are hideous dwarves,
twisted of limb and misshapen of
feature, unfriendly and often violent.
Their mutual antagonism is kept in
check only by the powers of the
Sorceress. On dark ground their
gnarled clubs are more than a
match for the swords of the Knights,
and 1f well-directed they can bring
down the most potent of enemies.

PLAYING HINTS
STRATEGY SCREEN: OPENINGS
CONSERVATM OPENING. This Involves moving your
unfavorably localed Icons onto more favorable squares
(white squares for Light Icons, block squares for Dork Icons).
The Idea Is to establish a strong, balanced position early
on. Since the comer Icons (the \tllkyrle/ Bonshee) ore
mobile and especloliyvulneroble to magical ottock (via
the Summon El9mentol or Teleport spells), these ore often
the first lo be moved. Being a ground-mover, the Unicom/
Banshee will be stuck on the ''wrong" square until you clear
on escape route, either dlrecfly by moving the Knight/
Goblin In front of II or lndlrecfly, and more slowly, by moving
other Knights/Goblins and then odJocent Icons In the
bock rank.
MAGICAL ASSAULT ("BIG JWU" OR "MAJOR MANA"
OPENING). The aim here Is lo wipe out the strongest enemy
Icon right off the bot, before II con do any harm. This Is most
easily done with a combination of spells: Imprison, Summon
Bementol, Teleport, and, If needed, Reverse Time. The first
spell holds the victim Immobile while you attack with on
elemental and then one of your strongest Icons teleported
across the board. Shift Time may be used to prevent the
Imprisoned Icon from getttng ~before you con finish

II off.
MONSTER ROMP. This Is risky but fun and sometimes surprisingly effective. Just fly or teleport one of your strongest
Icons (the DJlnnl/Dragon or Phoenlx/Shopeshlfter) to the
other side of the board, and toke It on a rompln: stompln'
tour of oli the occupied squares unfavorable lo the Icons
stuck on them. This procedure tends to throw new players
Into a panic, which Is always helpful. More experienced
players will either Imprison the ottocker or counter with a
monster romp of their own. Rapid attrition on both sides
follOws such a counterottock.

STRATEGY SCREEN: GENERAL HINTS
STAY ON YOUR COLORI The effect of a square's luminance
on the Ille of your Icons Is large-often as much as 50'L.
Allock on unfavorable squares only If you hove on 0\191'whelmlng superiority 0\191' the defending Icon.
PIAN AHEAD. Most successful ottocks require more than one
move to execute. Before toking a square, consider What
you will do afterwords. Whal Icon will conttnue the ossoull

If the first attacker dies?
AVOID TRAFFIC JAMS. Make openings In your front line for
ground-movers to poss. The greater your force's mobility,
the greater Its flexibility and strength.
PROTECT YOUR MAGEi The Wizard/Sorceress may be a
tough hombre In the combat arena, but doom Is nigh
should you lose your moge early In the game. Since power
points ore Immune to magic spells, II ls a w ise Idea to keep
your Wizard/ Sorceress "at home:•

STRATEGY SCREEN: SPELLS
TELEPORT. This spell ls handy for tossing a slow or unfavorably plooed Icon Into your opponenrs bock rank to raise
a ruckus. Allemotlvely, you con teleport a wounded Icon out
of danger.
HEAL Never heal the Shopeshlflerl Since It regenerates
completely between bolttes, the spell would be wasted.
SHIFT TIME. Use this spell to prolong on Imprisonment by
reversing the How of lime before the luminance cycle peaks,
freeing the enemy Icon. Conversely, especially If you ore
ploying second, you con free your own Imprisoned Icon
early by costtng the spell al the opposing lumlnoslty peak:
In lhot case, the cycle will Jump to YQ!!!: peak, and your Icon
will be freed. A more strategic use of the spell could allow
you to make a concerted attack on the power polntsond possibly win the game-by keeping the luminance
favorable.
EXCHANGE. An enemy advance con be frustrated temporarily by exchanging a menacing Intruder (e.g., on
opposing Dragon/ DJlnnl) In your territory with a weaker
Icon (a Goblin/Knight) from your opponenfs rear ranks.
SUMMON ELEMENTAL Since elementals ore neutral beings,
unaffected by changes In luminance, they ore well suited
to attacking on annoying enemy Icon lhot remains on
squares favorable to It. The spell Is also de rigueur against
mages lhot venture from their home power points.
REVIVE. Revive only strong Icons. Also, avoid placing a
revived Icon on on unfavorable square, or It may die again
Immediately.
IMPRISON. The real trick with this spell ls timing, coupled
with Shift Time, If necessary, to prolong the effect. Imprison
a threatening Intruder to blunt on attack, or Immobilize a
strong Icon on a delta square; then attack when the luminosity cycle Is most favorable.

& TIPS ON STRATEGY
COMBAT ARENA: GENERAL HINTS
DON'T MOVE IN STRAIGHT LINES. Monsters ore lrlcky; you
should be, too. Dodge and weave. Don't become
predictable.
HIT AND RUN. Don't .just fire a shot and then sit there waiting
for a retaliatory strike. Toke your finger off the button Immediately ofter firing, and boogie on out of there! If you""'iiit"
something, II con probably hit you.
USE DIAGONAL SHOTS! Although difficult to master, 45°ongle shots will Improve your performance dromotlcolly.
Few players manage consistent diagonals.
TRAP YOUR OPPONENT IN A CORNER. This Is especially helpful for sloggers with slow, easily dodged missiles and for the
poor Infighters (Knights/ Goblins).
FEINTI Trick your opponent Into attacking by moving Into
the line of fire momentarily. Then, in the Interval before
the enemy Icon con attack again, close In and loose your
own attack.
CONFUSE YOUR OPPONENT. When at close range, dodge
bock and forth to keep from being nailed. This is especially
Important when you cannot afford on exchange of blows
and Is vital for a Knight/ Goblin.
KNOW YOUR ICON'S STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES. Different
Icons require different tactics-sometimes radically different-and the nature of your Immediate enemy should also
affect your course of action.

COMBAT ARENA: THE ICONS
WIZARD. Avoid using the Wizard In combat unless attacked.
In a fight, approach to mid-range but no closer. Stoy In the
open; fireballs ore easily stopped by barriers.
SORCERESS. Avoid combat If possible! The speed of her
lightning bolts makes the Sorceress effective al long range.
Ploy defensively, and use the barriers to trap on enemy
long enough to zap It.
UNICORN/BASILISK. Speed and distance ore their prime
weapons. Never close, especially If the opponent Is In the
open. Try to use lines of barriers as alleys for fire.
ARCHER. The Archer's arrows ore not fast, so she must get
fairly close to ensure a hit. Slower targets, of course, allow
greater range.
GOLEM/TROLL The advantages of these slow-moving

creatures ore their long lives and deadly attacks. (Those
boulders hurtl) Since the rocks travel slowly, the Golem/
Troll must get close to the enemy. Be aggressive!
DJINNl/DRAGON. You hove power to spore here, so be
brazen In attack. Avoid the possible entanglements of
cluttered terrain when fighting on Icon with a fast attack.
VALKYRIE. The \tllkyrle Is basically a tougher Archer with
a more damaging but slower-moving attack. Use similar tactics.
PHOENIX. Get close-the closer, the better. Trap fast foes In
comers. Avoid firing alleys, and use the explosive attack
defensively when necessory to keep from being hit. Never
sit still when vulnerable.
SHAPESHIFTER. The success of this Icon Is solely dependent
on the proper battleground. Avoid white squares like the
plague! Ignore the Knights. (Why toke a chance on getting
killed for so small a prize?) Attack strong Icons on block or
dork squares.
MANTICORE. This beast hos the advantage of a brooder
attack than Its counterparts, especially on diagonals.
Be bold against weak opponents, but remain at mid-range
when fighting more dangerous adversaries.
BANSHEE. The Banshee requires-and rewords-great skill;
she Is worth the extra effort needed. Stoy out of firing lines
unttl the moment of attack; then come In from the side,
where the area of effect Is greatest. Release the Joystick
button Immediately ofter pressing It, and follow the opponent closely to prolong the exposure to the scream. Avoid
the Golem (sometimes known as "the Banshee curse").
KNIGHT/GOBLIN. Where these Infighters ore concerned, he
who hesitates . . . Is dog food. Move quickly but errollcolly.
Get In close and stay there! Dodge bock and forth or circle
your enemy to ovoid return fire and fluster your opponent.
Never 's tand still, and attack constantly. In a Knight-Golbin
conflict, use feints and stop thrusts. Accept on exchange of
blows only If you hove a significant luminosity advantage.
ELEMENTALS. The four elementals ore quite different from
one another. The Earth elemental should be ployed like
a Golem/ Troll, which It greatly resembles. Of the other
three, Fire hos the fastest and most damaging attack, and
Water the longest lifespan. Tactically, you con think of Fire
as a Wizard, Air as on Archer, and Water as a Montlcore.
Regardless of which elemental you hove, however, be
oggresslvelll Remember lhot Its wounds don1 matter, since
II will not outlast the botlle, orrywoy.
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS

LIGHT SIDE
WIZARD

Designer Paul Reiche Ill (pronounced RICH-ee, which he'd
like to be), a young man of 22, Is na newcomer to games.
While still In high school, he and two friends formed Fantasy
Art Enterprises to publish a pair of role-playing supplements,
The Necromlcan and Booty and the Beasts. A meeting with
Jon prompted the creation of The Keys of Acheron, a sequel
to Jon's Hellfire Warrior, and some graphics design for other
ASI games. Publication of his Dungeons & Dragons module,
Temple of Poseidon, led to a stint at TSR, publishers of D&D.
There, In the frozen wastes of Wisconsin (which may be
redundant), he developed Vampyre (a Dracula game),
Legion of Gold (a Gamma World module), and new rules
forD&D .
Programmer Anne Westtall ls older than Paul. She was
raising two children, managing a ranch, and growing wine
grapes In the great Sonoma wine region, when she dec ided she needed more of a challenge. Returning to school,
she discovered computers at the age of thirty, and her life
was never the same. At Morton Technologies, where she
helped establish their software dlvlslon, Disco-Tech, she
spent two years designing, developing, and programming
Survey 80, an Integrated package of three elaborate,
tec hnical programs for surveyors and subdivision planners.
After being enticed (by extracurricular considerations, one
suspects) by Jon Into joining Automated Simulattons, she
entered the world of game programming, albeit In BASIC.
Designer Jon Freeman Is also older than Paul. A cofounder of Automated Simulations, Jon was responsible for
the design and development of most of that company's
g ames, Including two award-winners, Temple of Apshal (for
which he designed the Dunjonquesl system) and Star Warrior. His writing credits Include The PLAYBOY Winn0r'SGUlde
iOBoard Games, The Complete Book of Wargames, a
d ozen game manuals (Including his favorite, Crush, Crumble and Chomp!), and various stories and articles.

Sharlng a mutual dissatisfaction with the company's direction, Jon and Anne (who were by then sharing a house and
a preposterous collectton of books, records, tea, and wine)
led the hegira from ASI In Deoember, 1981, to form Free Fall
Assoclmes, an Independent game development firm. After
learning the Ins and outs of the Atarl computer and teaching
herself assembler language, Anne and Jon collaborated on
Tax Dodge, a thematically unique, technically superior.
adult maze game that owed nothing to a certain widely
Imitated "eating" game. To stay au courant and to provide
a reasonable working environment, the current Free Fall
offices boast a pleasant lake view, copies of every consumer electronics magazine known to man, and an impressive array of eleotronlc gear.
Paul has been accused of being a tall. blond alien, but he
Insists he comes from a cattle-ranching family In Nebraska.
He admits to liking large American cars, wind-up toys, and
punk rock. Aside from this he seems as normal as any other
Berkeley resident.
In her currently nonexistent spare time, Anne enjoys birdwatching, river-rafting, and hiking, as well as classical music.
An ardent libertarian, Jon enjoys (If that Is the proper term)
a number of odd d istinctions, Including the authorship of
one of the most obscure science-fiction novels ever published, an appearance on two of the least known 1V programs In the Western world, and a role In what must surely
have been the lowest-budget karate movie ever made.
Paul Is single but taking applications. Jon and Anne are
marrled and Intend to stay that way. While they are both
native Californians, all three have lived elsewhere, and no
one Is eager to repeat the experience. The three share a
common Interest In science fiction and fantasy, dinosaurs,
martial arts, games of all sorts, and free-lancing.

VALKYRIE
MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATIACK MODE:
ATIACK FORCE:
ATIACK SPEED:
ATIACK INTERVAL:
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE:

Teleport-3
Normal
Fireball
Great
Medium
Average
Average
1

MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATIACK MODE:
ATIACK FORCE:
ATIACK SPEED:
ATIACK INTER\/~
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SI DE:

Ground-4
Normal
Energy bolt
Moderate
Fast
Short
Average
2

MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATIACK MODE:
ATIACK FORCE:
ATIACK SPEED:
ATIACK INTER\/~
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE:

Ground-3
Normal
Arrow
Minor
Medium
Average
Short
2

MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATIACK MODE:
ATIACK FORCE:
ATIACK SPEED:
ATIACK INTER\/~
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE:

Ground-3
Slow
Bould er
Great
Slow
Long
long
2

MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATIACK MODE:
ATIACK FORCE:
ATIACK SPEED:
ATIACK INTERVAL:
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE:

Fly- 3
Normal
Magic sp ear
Moderate
Slow
Average
Averag e
2

MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATIACK MODE:
ATIACK FORCE:
ATIACK SPEED:
ATIACK INTERVAL:
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE:

Fly-4
No rmal
Whirlwind
Moderate
Medium
Average
Long
1

MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATIACK MODE: ,
ATIACK FORCE:
ATIACK SPEED:
ATIACK INTER\/~
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE:

Fly-5
Normal
Fief)' exp losion
Great
Slow
long
Long
1

DJINNI

UNICORN

ARCHER

PHOENIX

KNIGHT

GO LEM

MOVEMENT:
Ground-3
SPEED:
Normal
ATIACK MODE:
Sword
ATIACK FORCE: Minor
ATIACK SPEED:
Instant
ATIACK INTER\/~ Ve!)' Short
LIFESPAN:
Short
NUMBER ON SIDE: 7
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DARK SIDE
SORCERESS

SHAPESHIFTER
MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
ATTACK MODE:
ATTACK FORCE:
ATTACK SPEED:
ATTACK INTERVAL:
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE:

Teleport-3
Normal
Lightning bolt
Moderate
Fast
Average
Average
1

BASILISK

~

DRAGON
MOVEMENT:
Ground-3
SPEED:
Normal
ATTACK MODE:
Eye beam
ATTACK FORCE: Great
ATTACK SPEED:
Fast
ATTACK INTERVAL: Short
LIFESPAN:
Short
NUMBER ON SIDE: 2

MANTICORE

~
AS 14015/170'f5

~

Fly-4
MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
Normal
ATTACK MODE:
Fiery breath
ATTACK FORCE: Very great
ATTACK SPEED:
Medium
ATTACK INTERVAL: Long
LIFESPAN:
Very Long
NUMBER ON SIDE: 1

BANSHEE
MOVEMENT:
Ground-3
SPEED:
Normal
ATTACK MODE: Toll Spikes
ATTACK FORCE: Minor
ATTACK SPEED:
Slow
ATTACK INTERVAL: Average
LIFESPAN:
Average
NUMBER ON SIDE: 2

TROLL

[iJ

MOVEMENT:
Fly-5
SPEED:
Vories
ATTACK MODE: Vories
ATTACK FORCE: Vories
ATTACK SPEED:
Vories
ATTACK INTERVAL: Vories
LIFESPAN:
Unknown
NUMBER ON SIDE: 1

00

Fly-3
MOVEMENT:
SPEED:
Normal
ATTACK MODE: Scream
ATTACK FORCE: Moderate
ATTACK SPEED:
Instant
ATTACK INTERVAL: Long
LIFESPAN:
Average
NUMBER ON SIDE: 2

GO BUN
MOVEMENT:
Ground-3
SPEED:
Slow
ATTACK MODE:
Boulder
ATTACK FORCE: Great
ATTACK SPEED:
Slow
ATTACK INTERVAL: Long
LIFESPAN:
Long
NUMBER ON SIDE: 2

~

MOVEMENT:
Ground-3
Normal
SPEED:
ATTACK MODE: Club
ATTACK FORCE: Minor
ATTACK SPEED:
Instant
ATTACK INTERVAL: Very short
Short
LIFESPAN:
NUMBER ON SIDE: 7

